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three bedrooms | luxurious | three bathrooms | utility room | allocated secured parking space | three
terraces | townhouse | one study room.

65-Tasso-Street-006

SJH_9736
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193NewKingsRoad, Fulham
LondonSW64SS
Tel: 020 7371 0299 - fulhamlettings@hamptons-int.com
www.hamptons.co.uk

Description
A beautiful contemporary style, an abundance of
light and deceptively spacious accommodation:
that’s Octavo Mews. This prestigious townhouse
is beautifully designed for the life you want to
lead. With clean lines, quality fittings and
thoughtful design, this new home offers the
ultimate in comfort and style. You can look
forward to sunlight mornings, relaxing afternoons
and sociable evenings in this stylish and
wonderfully spacious home. A stunning three
bedroom, luxurious, contemporary townhouse
cleverly designed to make the most of the light
and spacious interiors. Inside this new home you
will discover large open living spaces set over
four floors, a stylish kitchen, a ground floor study
room that can be used as a single bedroom, and a
beautiful en-suite to all three of the bedrooms.

Outside you will discover the split level living
continues with three wonderful terraces perfect
for entertaining.

Furnishing
Furnished

A stunning three bedroom, luxurious, contemporary townhouse cleverly designed to
make the most of the light and spacious interiors. Inside this new home you will discover
large open living spaces set over four floors, a stylish kitchen, a ground floor study room
that can be used as a single bedroom, and a beautiful en-suite to all three of the
bedrooms.
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Floorplan Energy Performance Certificate (EPC)

For clarification,wewish to inform prospective purchasers that we have prepared these sales particulars as a general guide. We have not
verified permissions, nor carried out a survey, tested the services, appliances and specific fittings. Room sizes are approximate and rounded:
they are taken between internal wall surfaces and therefore include cupboards/shelves, etc. Accordingly, they should not be relied upon for
carpets and furnishings. It should also be noted that all fixtures and fittings, carpeted, curtains/blinds, kitchen equipment and garden statuary,
whether fitted or not, are deemed removable by the vendor unless specifically itemised with these particulars.
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